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Deeply embedded applications require low-power, low-cost hardware that fits within stringent area constraints. Deep learning has
many potential uses in these domains, but introduces significant
inefficiencies stemming from off-chip DRAM accesses of model
weights. Ideally, models would fit entirely on-chip. However, even
with compression, memory requirements for state-of-the-art models make on-chip inference impractical. Due to increased density,
emerging eNVMs are one promising solution.
We present MaxNVM, a principled co-design of sparse encodings, protective logic, and fault-prone MLC eNVM technologies (i.e.,
RRAM and CTT) to enable highly-efficient DNN inference. We find
bit reduction techniques (e.g., clustering and sparse compression)
increase weight vulnerability to faults. This limits the capabilities of
MLC eNVM. To circumvent this limitation, we improve storage density (i.e., bits-per-cell) with minimal overhead using protective logic.
Tradeoffs between density and reliability result in a rich design
space. We show that by balancing these techniques, the weights of
large networks are able to reasonably fit on-chip. Compared to a
naive, single-level-cell eNVM solution, our highly-optimized MLC
memory systems reduce weight area by up to 29×. We compare our
technique against NVDLA, a state-of-the-art industry-grade CNN
accelerator, and demonstrate up to 3.2× reduced power and up to
3.5× reduced energy per ResNet50 inference.

1

INTRODUCTION

DNNs are in use everywhere from self-driving cars to wireless
sensor nodes and implanted medical devices [16, 40, 43, 50, 52].
In these deeply-embedded environments, efficiency is paramount.
For state-of-the-art DNN hardware accelerators, fetching weights
from DRAM is a main performance and energy bottleneck, limiting
inference efficiency. Ideally, DNNs weights would be stored entirely
on-chip. However, even with aggressive weight compression, the
capacity requirements are unrealistic for storage in on-chip SRAM.
Emerging embedded non-volatile memory (eNVM) technologies
are one promising solution for eliminating DRAM inefficiencies.
eNVMs provide high-capacity, low read-latency storage and can
be significantly more dense than SRAM. Many eNVMs, including
RRAM [68], PCM [13], and CTT [18], also have multi-level cell
(MLC) capabilities, allowing multiple bits to be packed into a single
device to further increase density. eNVMs are not perfect—two
main drawbacks are decreased reliability and high write latency.
Achieving the ultra-high densities necessary to eliminate DRAM
for DNN inference requires aggressive MLC eNVM designs. However, MLC designs incur high memory access fault rates. Second,
eNVMs offer fast read access, typically on the same order as SRAM.
However, writes can be orders of magnitude slower, as they alter
the physical property of the storage material. DNNs are robust to
these issues because they often require infrequent updates and are
implicitly fault tolerant, so we hypothesize that MLC eNVMs can
significantly improve DNN inference efficiency by storing weights
on-chip and eliminating DRAM accesses.
This paper demonstrates that MLC eNVMs can be used for
highly-efficient DNN inference. To fit weights on-chip requires
the consideration of many factors, resulting in a large design space.
We present MaxNVM, a principled co-design method to consider
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algorithm-to-circuit effects and maximize benefit. As an efficient
baseline, we start at the algorithmic level, applying clustering, pruning, and sparse encodings (CSR and BitMask) for DNN weights. To
accommodate fault-prone MLC storage, we co-optimize the sparsity
and encoding of DNNs with the storage density of MLC eNVMs,
which directly impacts the reliability of the storage medium, to
reduce memory requirements without sacrificing accuracy. We find
sparsely encoded weights are more vulnerable than dense weights,
which limits MLC eNVM density. Thus, we further push the storage
density by applying protective mechanisms, ECC and IndexSync
(proposed), when using more programmed levels per MLC.
To demonstrate the efficacy of our co-design approach on the
evolving eNVM landscape, we evaluate two fundamentally different technologies: RRAM and CTT. Both are dense, MLC-capable,
and can be made CMOS compatible. CTT has fast read latency
and is very low-power, but incurs inordinately long write latency.
Compared to CTT, RRAM has a faster write latency, but is less
energy-efficient. eNVM models are built using NVSim [20]. RRAM
cell parameters and fault models are derived from published work,
and we construct models to represent projected [73] and demonstrated [8, 42] RRAM scaling. CTT parameters and fault distributions are derived from a measured chip prototype.
We demonstrate the benefits of MaxNVM by conducting memory system studies using NVDLA—a state-of-the-art, industrialgrade CNN accelerator. We demonstrate that even large models,
e.g., VGG16 and ResNet50, can reasonable fit on-chip with our codesign approach. CTT results in the lowest energy-per-inference
design point at 3.2× reduced energy per inference. If weights are
to be updated more frequently, RRAM presents a compromise of
writing weights orders of magnitude faster while giving up approximately 20% energy efficiency. In a case study, we constrain
all on-chip memory to fit within 1mm2 and sweep the percentage
given to SRAM vs. eNVM. The study concludes a balance of eNVM
and SRAM is ideal to maximize performance and efficiency.
This paper makes the following research contributions:
(1) We are the first to consider fault-prone MLC eNVMs and
sparse encoded weights. Both reduce memory requirements,
however we find a tension between the two: sparse encoding
increases fault vulnerability, limiting the efficacy of MLCs.
To reduce overall memory footprint, we first sparse encode
weights to save raw bits then set the levels-per-cell to the
highest configuration without accuracy loss.
(2) To further increase storage density, we improve DNN fault
tolerance using protective logic. We consider IndexSynchronization, a proposed fault mitigation technique, and ECC.
With judicious use, we show the total number of required
memory cells to store DNN weights decreases by up to 22%
with our proposed technique, and ECC overhead is never
more than 1% of total DNN storage. Optimal MLC designs
provide up to 29× area reduction relative to SLC eNVM.
(3) We propose new memory systems for NVDLA [62], an industrygrade CNN accelerator, based on RRAM and CTT. Using our
co-design approach, weights for state-of-the-art CNNs can
fit on-chip, eliminating the need for DRAM. Compared to
the baseline NVDLA implementation, MLC eNVMs enable
up to 3.5× lower energy per inference and 3.2× lower power,
enabling entirely on-chip ResNet50 inference in about 2mm2 .
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Figure 1: Characterization of published eNVM proposals
comparing Area and Read Latency when extrapolated and
characterized for a fixed capacity (4MB) using read-latencyoptimized results from NVSim [20].

2

CHARACTERIZING AND MODELING
eNVMS FROM FABRICATED EXAMPLES

In this section, we compare the characteristics of different eNVM
technologies. This discussion lays the foundation for our modeling
approach in terms of the specific memories evaluated and technology parameters extracted in order to develop fault models and area,
energy, and performance estimates. We choose to model and evaluate MLCs which offer maximal storage density with minimal read
latency and read energy, and we selectively evaluate corresponding
SLC solutions as a competitive baseline.

2.1

Comparison and Modeling of eNVMs

In evaluating the varied landscape of non-volatile memory devices,
we are interested in identifying implementations that achieve low
read latency, high storage density, and proven ability to scale to
advanced process nodes in order to support DNN inference in
constrained computing contexts. We consider spin-transfer torque
(STT) memory, phase-change memory (PCM), resistive RAM (RRAM),
and charge trap transistor (CTT) memory. Table 1 shows a summary
of implemented eNVMs with sufficient published data for the purposes of our modeling, spanning different technology nodes (90nm
to 20nm) and memory array architectures (crossbar vs. CMOSaccess). To better evaluate trade-offs between these memories, we
have extrapolated their memory cell characteristics and generated
an equivalent 4MB memory array optimized for read energy-delay
product in NVSim (Figure 1) [20].
STT To push the boundaries of dense on-chip storage, we choose
to evaluate memories with the capability of storing multiple bits per
cell. For this reason, we have excluded spin-transfer torque (STT)
memories from our evaluation: while they have been reported as
state-of-the-art in terms of both write and read bandwidth [14,
19], MLC implementations require changing the structure of the
memory device and are restricted to 2 bit/cell [4, 71, 72].
PCM arrays have been demonstrated in 90nm, and, more recently, in 40nm technologies, though maximal density is still higher
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Table 1: Characterization of different non-volatile memory chips.
Reference
[8]
[42]
[45]
[13]
[67]
[12]
[19]

eNVM type
RRAM
RRAM
RRAM
MLC-PCM
PCM
PCM
STT

Technology
28nm
40nm
24nm
90nm
40nm
20nm PRAM
28nm

Access device
CMOS
CMOS
diode
CMOS
CMOS
diode
CMOS

Cell Area (F2 )
39
53
4
25
—
4
75

for other eNVM proposals [13, 67]. While 20nm PCM has also been
shown [12], this configuration has over 10× higher read latency
than the design points we evaluate.
RRAM There are compelling RRAM solutions using either diode
access (crossbar) or CMOS access (traditional memory array architecture). Crossbar arrays offer the best cell area (4F2 ) [13, 45], but
they are subject to higher access times (Figure 1). Though chips
based on CMOS access devices show larger cell area, they provide more competitive read latencies. The larger cell area can be
overcome by increasing storage density via MLC programming. In
addition, RRAMs with CMOS access transistors have been demonstrated down to a 28nm process node [8]. We also evaluate an
optimistic scaled RRAM memory based on a 10F2 cell size as a
way of evaluating the maximum potential of promising technology
advances, which is scaled to several process nodes in Figure 1.
CTT memories [35] use a standard CMOS transistor as a memory
cell, and we are the first to present measurements of 3-bit-per-cell
MLC programming with a fabricated test chip (Section 2.2.1). The
absence of a dedicated access device and the ability to scale to
advanced technology nodes gives CTT impressive density and read
latency. However, the cost is long write latency (Section 2.2).

2.2

Capacity
1Mb
1.4Mb
32Gb
256Mb
1Mb
8Gb
1Mb

Macro area (mm2 )
0.56
0.28
130.7
120
—
59.4
0.214

Read latency
6.8ns
10ns
40µs
320ns
—
120ns
2.8ns

Write latency
500ns - 100µs
—
230µs
—
120ns
150ns - 100µs
20ns

(a) 16nm Chip and word line schematic

(b) IV Curves, MLC3 Programmed CTT

Figure 2: (a) Die photo of CTT test chip; (b) measured IV
curves for 8-level (3-bit, MLC3) programmed CTT (left) and
current histogram measured at 0.8V (right) [46].

Multi-Level CTT Characterization

Previous work demonstrated that a single, standard-sized NMOS
device can be used as a cost-effective embedded non-volatile memory cell [21, 35, 36, 49]. The resulting memories, often referred to
as charge trap transistors (CTT), are made with standard high-k
metal-gate CMOS transistors. Data is stored by trapping charge in
the gate oxide using hot-carrier injection (HCI), which alters the
threshold voltage of the device. As a result, the same transistor can
be programmed to exhibit different saturation currents which are
read out to determine the stored value. In this way, CTT-based NOR
memory arrays can be fabricated in industrial-grade, cutting-edge
standard CMOS technologies with zero added manufacturing cost. In
addition to low cost, CTT has many other desirable properties: the
memory arrays are analogous to programmable NOR ROM arrays
and have similar-scale read latency; devices display very low leakage currents, as stored information is preserved in the transistor’s
threshold voltage with high retention independent of the applied
voltage; the resulting density can be extremely high because CTTs
rely on the transistor’s gate terminal for access and do not require
additional selector devices.
The benefits of CTTs come at the expense of two undesirable
properties, limiting their deployment for many general-purpose
compute tasks: (1) extremely long write-latencies and (2) potential for high cell fault rates. CTTs are programmed by iteratively

injecting increments of charge and reading until a desired shift is
achieved, which takes 100ms or more. Additionally, charge injection is a random process that inevitably leads to a spread in current
distribution, and this spread translates to increased likelihood of
misreading the stored value. Despite these limitations, we demonstrate CTT as a near-ideal solution for enabling efficient, embedded
DNN inference with careful architectural co-design. This is possible
because embedded DNN weights are updated infrequently and repeatedly used to make inferences, and DNNs are known to be fault
tolerant [44, 58, 65]. We extend previous demonstrations of CTT
with a multi-level-programmed fabricated test chip (MLC-CTT),
and our careful algorithmic and architectural co-design overcomes
the high fault rates that accompany MLC storage.
2.2.1 MLC-CTT test chip measurements. To prove the feasibility
of the cell design, we fabricated MLC-CTT test structures in a
commercial 16nm FinFET process. A die photo is shown in Figure 2a,
which contains 36 columns of 128 cells each; internal scan chain
and driver circuits mimic wordline drivers, with additional details
reported in [46]. The bumps expose column bitlines to flexibly read
and write individual cells via external test equipment. Figure 2b
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Figure 3: MaxNVM summary of the tools, optimizations, and intermediate results used in final system evaluations.
10−3 to 10−5 ). Errors typically result in reads to an adjacent level1 .
By arranging how data is encoded into MLCs and exploring the
impact of varying number of bits per cell on DNN classification
error, the effects of faults can be mitigated (Section 4).
We additionally study the effect of the sensing circuitry on MLC
fault rate. For this work, we focus on a specific sense amplifier
(SA) design, which is characterized by having low static power and
input referred offset primarily determined by the input differential
pair of transistors [38]. Therefore, we evaluate the input referred
offset voltage by running Monte Carlo SPICE simulations for a
variety of input transistor width values. Based on these simulations,
we choose a SA size such that the overhead incurred for the overall array in our final results never exceeds 1%, and the inherent
inter-level fault rates are altered by less than 2×. For the readout
architecture, we consider a parallel sensing scheme similar to a flash
ADC: the bitline is connected to a number of SAs equal to N − 1,
where N is the number of levels that can be stored per cell, with
each SA connected to the appropriate reference voltage. A parallel
sensing scheme decodes the stored value in a single conversion step,
but the number of required SAs increases exponentially with the
number of stored bits. This overhead is mitigated by multiplexing
memory array columns [68]. The resulting design is integrated with
NVSim [20] to characterize the overall memory architecture.

shows the distribution of read currents at different wordline supply
voltages for 8-level programmed CTTs (a 3-bit MLC). Different
colors represent levels (i.e., programmed values), and each level is
measured from 128 unique devices.
Figure 2b (right) shows the current distributions at nominal
wordline voltage of 0.8V. The yellow cluster corresponds to unprogrammed cells with intrinsic Vt h variations. Other program levels
exhibit tighter distributions due to the iterative write-and-check
process. Both cases are well approximated using a Gaussian distribution. As more levels are encoded per cell, these distributions
tend to overlap, which increases the probability of misreading the
programmed value. Given the wider distribution of intrinsic process
variations, we separate the unprogrammed and first programmed
state to minimize read errors of the unprogrammed state.

2.3

Fault Model

In developing a fault model for eNVM implementations, we focus
on two primary sources of uncertainty: (1) intrinsic randomness
associated with setting the value of different programmed levels in
a memory cell, and (2) the effect of the sensing circuitry.
The intrinsic distributions for the stored levels in a RRAM implementations are extracted from published data for 3-bit MLC
programming [74]. For MLC-CTT, inter-level fault rates are determined by directly measuring current distributions from our test
chip (Figure 2b). For both technologies, current distributions can
be modeled as gaussian distributions, and the overlap of level distributions determines the rate at which that value will be misread
as an adjacent programmed value. In both cases, we use SPICE
simulations to derive the distributions at the output of the currentto-voltage converter. The likelihood of misreading a MLC can be
high in both CTT and RRAM (e.g., fault rates for MLC3 range from

3

Table 2: DNN models including baseline classification error
and computed error bound (Section 3.1.1).
Model
Dataset
Layers
Parameters
Classification Error
Error Bound
Cluster Index Bits
Sparsity (% zero-valued)
16b Size
Pruned & Clustered (P+C)
CSR
BitMask

LeNet5
MNIST
4
600810
0.83%
0.05%
4
89.9%
1.26MB
316KB
84KB
107KB

VGG12
CiFar10
12
7899840
10.38%
0.40%
4
40.9%
15.4MB
3.86MB
3.78MB
3.23MB

VGG16
ImageNet
16
138084352
35.07%
0.57%
6
81.1%
270MB
101MB
30.2MB
35.5MB

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Our proposed, principled co-design incorporates optimizations and
techniques at algorithmic and architectural levels. After developing a fault model based on technology-specific device characteristics and SPICE models of sensing circuitry, we use a previouslyvalidated fault injection framework to quantify the impact of faults
on DNN accuracy [57]. We leverage well-known tools to model the
energy, performance, and area of the proposed systems [20, 51].
The interaction of these methods as they contribute to the final
evaluation is summarized in Figure 3.

3.1

ResNet50
ImageNet
54
24585472
31.15%
1.02%
7
64.84%
70MB
30.6MB
25.1MB
11.2MB

Model Optimizations

Proposed memory systems are evaluated against a competitive
and realistic baseline by enforcing iso-accuracy and incorporating
common DNN optimizations, as summarized in Table 2. We consider
DNNs of different sizes: one CNN model for the small MNIST handwritten digits dataset, two larger, well-known CNNs (VGG16 and
ResNet50) for the much larger ImageNet dataset, and another VGGlike topology for the mid-size CiFar10 dataset to span the gap
between these cases [32, 39, 41, 59, 63].
1 Misread
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probability of non-adjacent level is 1.5 × 10−10 or below.
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3.1.1 Iso-Training Noise. While previous works have considered
trading accuracy for efficiency in deep learning systems, the most
convincing demonstration for a practical system must address and
preserve baseline model accuracy, as we guarantee via Iso-Training
Noise (ITN) [17, 22, 56]. The intuition for this method is that accuracy varies for DNNs repeatedly trained with identical hyperparameters. The resulting variance in the accuracy can be used as
a bound for final classification error. As long as model alterations
do not result in error exceeding this bound, they are said to be indistinguishable from ITN and therefore maintain iso-accuracy. All
presented energy, performance, and area improvements maintain
model accuracy within ITN bounds in Table 2.

BitMask Sparse Decoding Example
BitMask Vectors:

No Index Synchronization

With Index Synchronization
3 Sync Index

Next Weight Value Index:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

to Counter

Next Weight
Value Index:

0 1 2 3 3 4 5 6

IdxSync Counters:

3
4

Next Data Values:

7 6 3 5 2 8 7 2

7 6 3 5 2 8 7 2

0 7 0 6 3 0 0 0 0

0 7 0 6 3 0 0 0 5

0 7 0 6 3 0 0 0 5

5 0 0 0 2 0 0 8 7

2 0 0 0 8 0 0 7 2

5 0 0 0 2 0 0 8 7

Reconstruction:

Retrieved Weight Values:

Retrieved
Weight Values:

7 6 3 5 5 2 8 7

Figure 4: Index Synchronization (IdxSync) prevents errors
in the bitmask from propagating by dynamically correcting
the index into the non-zero weight values using a counter
of the expected non-zero values in a given block of data during decoding. Note that IdxSync does not correct faults that
have occurred in the current block, but rather corrects misalignment in subsequent blocks.

3.1.2 Simplification Techniques. Magnitude-based weight pruning
with retraining is used to sparsify DNN weights, as the models are
widely known to be over-parameterized. The resulting proportion
of zero-valued weights is in Table 2. One popular technique to
reduce the number of bits required to store each DNN weight is to
reduce precision using fixed-point quantization. Depending on the
dynamic range of the DNN weight values, the number of integer
and fractional bits can be drastically reduced, even to a few or a
single bit per weight at some loss in model accuracy [28, 33].
Another way to reduce the number of bits required to represent
each weight value is to use k-means clustering for each layer of the
DNN [26]. For the models considered, we find that all the weight
values within a given layer can be represented by 16 to 128 unique
clustered values at no loss of accuracy. Thus, each weight can be
encoded as a 4 to 7 bit cluster index value, with a simple look up
table per layer to map indexes back to values. We find clustering
uses strictly fewer bits per weight than fixed-point quantization
without significant re-training for all DNNs (Table 2).

3.2

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

each encoding method is shown in Table 2, and the relative overhead
of each method is determined by the sparsity of the weights.

3.3

Error Correction and Mitigation

Fault tolerance changes when weights are stored using sparse encodings, as explored in Section 4. A simple strategy to mitigate error
is to store more vulnerable structures using fewer bits per cell (e.g.,
SLC or MLC2) [18]. We additionally explore when it is beneficial to
incorporate Hamming-style, parity-based ECC. The configuration used is the lightest-weight ECC considered for NAND flash
[60]. Note that if values are binary-encoded in a MLC, a level-tolevel fault is not equivalent to a single bit flip, so Gray coding is
used for ECC-protected values in MLCs to enable correction.
For even lower overhead error mitigation with BitM encoding,
we propose storing a counter for the number of non-zero (or zero,
depending on which is lower) weight values to be read in each
128 byte aligned block. When an error in the bitmask causes the
wrong number of weights to be read during decoding, the counter
is used to dynamically update the index to read from in the packed
data array. We call this error mitigation strategy Index Synchronization of the bitmask or ‘IdxSync’. IdxSync does not correct
errors– rather, it prevents errors in previously read values from
propagating during weight matrix reconstruction, as demonstrated
with a simple decoding example in Figure 4.

Sparse Encodings

Employing lossless sparse encodings to reduce required storage
would be strictly beneficial for traditional memory technologies
like SRAM. However, sparse-encoded values are no longer particularly fault tolerant due to the vulnerability of encoding structures
compared to the resilience of weight values. Therefore, additional
analysis is required to determine optimal MLC storage schemes
with sparse encodings, as explored in Section 4.
3.2.1 Compressed Sparse Row Storage (CSR). CSR uses three data
structures to encode a sparse matrix: an ordered list of all non-zero
data elements (Weight Values), the column indexes of each nonzero element (Column Index), and counters of non-zero elements
per row (Row Counter). The relative overhead of CSR varies proportionally with sparsity, so CSR is applied on a per-layer basis
where worthwhile. Convolution layer weights are typically 3-D
(filter width, height, and channels), and are mapped to 2-D to use
CSR. NVDLA has specific requirements for data formatting into the
convolutional core, which dictates a compatible 2-D mapping [51].

3.4

Memory Modeling

We integrate new memory cell definitions in NVSim using the
energy, performance, and area measurements from our test chip,
published work, and SPICE simulations of sensing circuitry topologies [20]. NVSim evaluates all possible memory bank configurations
for a given capacity, optimization target, and number of bits per
cell (Table 3). Pareto-optimal points are chosen from NVSim output
to fit within area or performance constraints in presented results.
Table 3: NVSim, baseline NVDLA parameters [7, 20, 62].

3.2.2 BitMask Sparse Format. The NVDLA framework natively
supports sparse weight storage that utilizes an indicator bitmask
for whether each weight is zero-valued and stores all non-zero data
values in packed, 128-byte aligned groups. We refer to this bitmaskbased encoding as ‘BitM’, and we maintain compatibility with the
defined NVDLA sparse format [51]. The effective compression of

NVSim Parameter
Data Width
Banks
Mats
Optimization Targets

773

Value
8 - 128
(1 x 1) - (N x N)
(1 x 1) - (N x N)
Area
Read Latency
Read EDP
Read Energy
Leakage Power

NVDLA Baseline
Convolutional Buffer Size
Number of MACs
SRAM Capacity
Frequency
Datapath Area
SRAM BW
DRAM Read BW
LPDDR4 DRAM Power

NVDLA-64
128KB
64
512KB
1 GHz
0.55mm2
6 GB/s
100 mW

NVDLA-1024
256KB
1024
2MB
1GHz
2.4mm2
25 GB/s
25 GB/s
200 mW
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Architecture Performance Model

NVIDIA deep learning accelerator (NVDLA) is an industry-grade,
open source architecture solution to accelerate DNN inference.
Baseline system parameters are given in Table 3, and a block diagram is shown in Figure 7(a) [51]. NVDLA supports CNN and
FC layer execution, and all computation is performed using this
datapath. By demonstrating our proposed memory integrated with
this system, we highlight the opportunity for eNVM integration
with existing systems for efficient DNN inference.

4

Figure 5: Impact of lightweight error correction (ECC) or
mitigation (IdxSync) on the classification error for a sample DNN (MNIST-LeNet5). Each data structure is stored using
CTT as SLC, MLC2, or MLC3, assuming perfect storage of
other structures to isolate the impact of faults. ECC enables
safe storage in MLC3 for CSR format. ECC and IdxSync both
enable safe MLC3 storage for bitmask encoding, though
IdxSync is a lighter-weight, lower-overhead mechanism.

FAULT TOLERANCE OF SPARSE
ENCODINGS FOR DNN INFERENCE

Model optimizations and sparse storage schemes significantly impact DNN fault tolerance. Thus, co-design with our carefully developed MLC eNVM fault models is required to enable dense, efficient
storage. We use a previously validated application-level fault injection framework (Section 4.1) to quantify the impact of different
encoding strategies on DNN classification error (Section 4.2). The results of these experiments guide us in incorporating error correction
and mitigation techniques in order to maximize the effectiveness of
MLC eNVM storage for DNN inference, as presented in Section 4.3.

4.1

4.2

Vulnerability of Encoding Strategies

Sparse encoding strategies allow fewer bits to be used when storing
DNN weights, but experiments reveal that this compact data storage
is in general much less tolerant of inter-level faults. For all DNNs
considered, weights that could be safely stored by their cluster index
values in MLC3 can no longer be safely stored in MLC3 with sparse
encoding structures. For example, for several layers of ImageNetVGG16, CSR-encoded CTT storage (fewer bits) must be stored in
MLC2 to preserve accuracy, which does not offer area improvement
compared to dense storage in MLC3.
These instances are due to the extreme vulnerability of sparse
encoding data structures, as highlighted for MNIST-LeNet5 in Figure 5. This example demonstrates that the row counter and column
index data structure of CSR exhibit exceptionally high vulnerability
– MLC3 storage, which is roughly equivalent to one level-to-level
fault per row counter structure, causes a pronounced degradation
in DNN accuracy. This is because a single misread value may cause
an offset when reading from the non-zero data array such that all
remaining data values are incorrectly assigned during reconstruction. Similarly, column index values are stored as relative indexes
to the previous non-zero value within each row. Thus, a misread
value may offset the remaining data values, though the impact will
be restricted to a particular row. The vulnerability of column indexes may be mitigated by using absolute indexes, but this requires
strictly higher overhead than integrating lightweight ECC. Relative
to CSR, the bitmask-style sparse encoding is even more vulnerable,
as shown in the right portion of Figure 5. A single bit flip in the bitmask causes all remaining non-zero data values to be mis-assigned
when reconstructing the matrix. Thus, the bitmask cannot safely
be stored in MLCs without some protective technique.

Fault Injection Framework

Ares is a validated, application-level fault injection framework for
quantifying DNN fault tolerance [57], which we modify to model
MLC eNVM faults, accommodate sparse encoded values, and simulate error mitigation. Based on Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3, we generate
an inter-level fault probability map for each MLC configuration
and technology. This fault probability map is modified to include
the effects of the sense amp by shifting the mean of each level
distribution according to the characterized input referred offset.
Fault injection is performed by first converting the weight values
into MLC representation. Then, for each eNVM cell, we sample a
gaussian random variable from the appropriate level distribution
and check if the result crosses the thresholds used to sense that
level. If they do, a fault has occurred and that memory cell value is
updated to the value represented by the adjacent level. The modified
values are then used to perform inference on the entire test dataset.
Experiments are repeated over many trials, and presented results
are averaged over many unique generated fault maps.
Sparse encodings require separate fault injections on each structure (e.g., the bitmask and non-zero weight values), and we vary
the number of bits per cell used to store each structure. When implementing support for ECC, we must ensure a level-to-level fault
correlates to a correctable (single bit flip) error by using Gray coding to store binarized values in the MLCs. Dynamic error correction
and mitigation strategies are integrated such that faults are detected
and values are updated as appropriate prior to evaluating model
accuracy. Ares enables the evaluation of DNN classification error
over many randomly seeded trials for various MLC eNVM configurations and encoding strategies. From this analysis, we definitively
determine the optimal number of bits stored per MLC and the minimal number of memory cells required for each encoding strategy
for each DNN such that there is no loss in accuracy.

4.3

Impact of Error Correction and
Mitigation Techniques

The column index and row counter ‘+ECC’ bars in Figure 5 show
the error reduction when Hamming-style, parity-based ECC is
employed to correct errors in the CSR structures. Different amounts
of relative ECC overhead were tested per DNN based on the number
of correctable errors encountered, and we consistently found that
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Figure 6: Minimal number of eNVM cells per DNN and per encoding strategy such that there is no loss in classification accuracy using MLC-CTT (blue), MLC-RRAM (orange), and SLC storage (red). These are the results of an exhaustive design space
exploration of all possible combinations of bits per cell evaluated over many trials for eNVM technology.
the lowest overhead configuration (24 parity bits for each 4KB of
row counter values) is sufficient to safely use MLC3 for CTT. The
resulting ECC storage overhead is strictly less than 1% per layer for
all DNNs. Additionally, ECC is single error correct, double error
detect (SEC-DED), but the probability of a DED, even for the largest
model considered (ImageNet-VGG16), is on the order of 10−18 . This
probability is less than the standards for mass-produced standard
memories [1], so our design accepts the risk of this case.
Looking at the classification error for the sample model in Figure 5, we see that both ECC and the IdxSync method enable the
use of MLC3 to store the bitmask without degrading model accuracy. The bitmask can account for a significant portion of the total
storage per DNN layer (up to 65%), so enabling denser storage of
this structure can result in significant area benefits. For all DNNs
considered, applying IdxSync is sufficient to enable the safe use
of MLCs for the bitmask. This configuration requires less storage
overhead compared to ECC and reduces the decoder complexity
compared to Hamming-style ECC. However, the optimal storage
strategy per DNN depends on model properties (per-layer sparsity,
bits per weight value) and desired optimization target (lowest area
dictating fewest cells, performance, energy) based on use case, so
we continually leverage the results of these fault tolerance studies
in determining proposed memory solutions in Sections 5 and 6.

4.4

ImageNet-VGG16 requires fewer memory cells than without error
mitigation, despite the overhead of the counter values. This is because IdxSync enables MLC3 storage for the bitmask, rather than
just the data, so the total number of cells used decreases by 22%,
which in turn reduces the required on-chip memory area.
Although the storage capacity required for ResNet50 is smaller
using CSR than with Pruned and Clustered weights (Table 2), it requires fewer memory cells to store without sparsely encoding using
CSR because the pruned and clustered weights can be safely stored
using 3 bits per cell (MLC3), while the vector of non-zero data values can only leverage MLC2 without loss of classification accuracy.
However, in Figure 6, we see that the minimum number of memory
cells required to store ResNet50 in either MLC-CTT or MLC-RRAM
uses the BitMask sparse encoding with index synchronization to
mitigate propagation of errors in the bitmask.

5

SINGLE CHIP DNN INFERENCE

We consider a completely self-contained inference accelerator that
stores all of the weights in on-chip eNVM and does not require
external DRAM, as indicated in Figure 7b. We envision this scenario
being especially important for deeply embedded applications such
as IoT devices and implanted medical devices where component
cost, performance, and energy constraints are extreme [47, 52, 55].
To evaluate the area, energy, and performance of both CTT and
RRAM per DNN, we use model optimization results to determine
the number of bits required per encoding and perform fault tolerance analysis. This determines the appropriate number of bits per
cell and minimum number of memory cells required without loss
in classification accuracy (Section 4.4). Next, we use our extensions
of NVSim to characterize memory arrays parameterized to accommodate the model size under the optimal encoding strategy. Finally,
pareto-optimal points for characterized memories of four different
eNVM proposals are identified per model to minimize the read
energy-delay-product and area, shown in Figure 8. The resulting
system performance is evaluated using the NVDLA performance
model and compared to the performance of a baseline configuration
relying on off-chip DRAM for weight storage in Figure 9. Table 4
gives a summary of area, energy, and performance for optimal storage for each eNVM evaluated, while Figure 9 gives an example of
NVDLA system performance and energy for ResNet50 inference
leveraging the various eNVM design points [51, 62].

Optimal Storage Configurations

By repeating the studies described in Section 4 for every DNN and
style of sparse encoding (with and without error correction and
mitigation) for the fault models of both MLC-CTT and MLC-RRAM,
we determine the minimal number of memory cells required to
store all DNN weights with a certain storage configuration (summarized in Figure 6). These results are a first-order reflection of the
limitations of MLC storage due to the fault rates of each technology,
which in turn determines the effective capacity, number of cells,
and bits per cell when characterizing memory arrays in Section 5.
Savings stem from both the use of sparse encodings and from
packing more bits per cell enabled by error correction and mitigation. There are several examples in which storing fewer bits does not
equate to the minimal number of memory cells. These results validate the importance of exhaustive exploration in the design space
of encodings and error protection schemes in order to determine
optimal MLC eNVM storage solutions. For example, the bitmask
sparse encoding with index synchronization (BitM+IdxSync) for
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Figure 7: Block-level schematic of NVDLA with and without support for an eNVM interface. (a) baseline system with SRAM
(intermediate value storage) and off-chip DRAM (weight storage); (b) on-chip memory solution using eNVM for all weight
storage (Section 5); (c) hybrid solution partitioning a fixed on-chip memory area and using DRAM for overflow (Section 6).

Figure 8: Optimal area and energy per read for memories characterized to store all weights on-chip in Optimistically scaled
MLC RRAM (Optimistic MLC-RRAM), MLC CTT, an MLC extrapolation of [74], and SLC RRAM [42].
This study quantifies the increase in die area needed to enable entirely on-chip memory while maintaining competitive performance
and achieving reduced power and reduced energy per inference.
The number of cycles to execute an inference per input image
(frame) is computed using the NVDLA performance model with
the characterized read bandwidth and read latency determined by
NVSim for each eNVM array. On-chip SRAM is used in the NVDLA
system (512KB or 2MB in our designated NVDLA configurations,
Table 3) to manage storage of intermediate values between layers
of the DNNs, as the write latency of CTT is prohibitively high (on
the order of ms [35]) and can still be orders of magnitude higher
for MLC-RRAM than SRAM write latency (e.g., 160-640ns [68]),
as explored in Section 7.1. We also quantify the relative impact of
non-volatility on energy per inference in Section 5.3 and evaluate
system performance under a fixed area budget in Section 6.

5.1

optimizations or more relaxed error bounds, MLC configurations
could be leveraged even more aggressively at some loss in DNN
classification accuracy, depending on use case. This study strictly
avoids loss of accuracy. Even so, these models consume reasonable
area for on-chip local memory storage using MLC eNVM.
Figure 8 summarizes the area and dynamic read energy per access of four distinct on-chip memory solutions. The area for each
model is the read-energy-delay-product optimal point characterized
by our extensions to NVSim that will hold all the DNN parameters
in the most optimal encoding for each memory technology as determined in Section 4. Even relative to storing the same optimized
and sparse-encoded weights in SLC-RRAM, the MLC-CTT array
requires an average of 9.6× less area while maintaining competitive
performance within 10% of the NVDLA baseline. Furthermore, our
MLC extension of the SLC-RRAM achieves an average area benefit
of over 3.2×, and the optimistically scaled MLC-RRAM (Optimistic
MLC-RRAM) enables an average area benefit of 20×. The larger
relative area benefit between MLC-CTT and the Optimistic MLCRRAM for CiFar10-VGG12 (Figure 8, left) derives both from the
inherent storage density of the Optimistic MLC-RRAM and the
fact that more bits per cell can be safely used with the Optimistic
MLC-RRAM (consistently 3 bits per cell) than with MLC-CTT (2
bits per cell) due to their respective fault characteristics and the
impact on classification error, as exposed in Section 4.4.
The dynamic read energy for each of the memory proposals
varies by orders of magnitude, even for equivalent-capacity characterized arrays (Figure 8, right). MLC-CTT is consistently lower

Area and Dynamic Read Energy

An interface to eNVM replaces NVDLA’s interface to off-chip DRAM
for DNN weights, and we demonstrate that aggressive MLC configurations of both CTT and optimistically scaled RRAM can store
the sparsely-encoded, ECC protected weights of ImageNet-VGG16
(about 32MB Capacity) in 2mm2 and 1.3mm2 , respectively. Thus, as
a result of exhaustive design space exploration and a rigorous evaluation scheme, all DNN weights can reasonably fit in on-chip MLC
eNVM in an area equivalent to 1-2MB of SRAM in modern process
nodes. Even SLC RRAM fits all of ResNet50 (12MB capacity under
sparse encoding) in under 10mm2 (Figure 8). With additional model
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Figure 9: NVDLA energy per ResNet50 inference (left), average power (middle), and frames processed per second (right) for
two configurations of NVDLA described in Table 3, considering replacing LPDDR4 DRAM (baseline) with proposed eNVM
solutions and leveraging the specific memory arrays characterized for ResNet50 in Figure 8.
energy per access than even the Optimistic MLC-RRAM solution
by over 4×, and also tends to maintain a lower read latency and
higher read bandwidth (up to 9 GB/s).

5.2

read bandwidth and lower energy per read result in 20% overall
lower energy per inference for MLC-CTT for NVDLA-64. These
demonstrated benefits are relative to energy and performance characteristics of convolutional models using a highly-optimized CNN
accelerator datapath that maximizes re-use of fetched values, so
energy reduction due to memory fetches would be increasingly
beneficial in other resource-constrained contexts that exhibit less
re-use of fetched parameters (e.g., recurrent neural networks).

System Performance

Though MLC-RRAM proposals do not surpass the maximal FPS
possible with NVDLA (e.g., Figure 9, right), the best performance
for each model consistently exceeds 60 frames per second with the
NVDLA-1024 configuration, well above the image processing frame
rate for standard motion pictures [48]. The latency overhead of
MLC sensing tends to negate the effective bandwidth increase of
MLC storage. This is seen in Figure 9; SLC-RRAM is competitive
with MLC-CTT in terms of frames (i.e., inferences) processed per
second. For the characterized eNVM arrays used in Figure 9, Optimistic MLC-RRAM exhibits lower read bandwidth and higher read
latency than MLC-CTT, leading to lower FPS. We note that these
performance estimates do not include the decoding overheads for
sparse encodings and cluster index values. However, the overhead
to reconstruct and decode weight values for both strategies will be
minimal and consistent in the baseline and eNVM-based systems.
Figure 9 compares the average power consumption and total
energy per inference for ResNet50 when operating at maximum
performance. We consider two fixed NVDLA baseline datapath configurations given in Table 3, for which the power consumption is
publicly available [62], and assume additional power consumption
of LPDDR4 DRAM running at 1GHz is 200mW to form a conservative estimate of potential improvements via integration of onchip eNVM [7]. NVDLA-64 is representative of a more extremely
resource-constrained DNN accelerator, and the energy consumption
of memory accesses for weight fetches using MaxNVM is reduced
by over 100× (DRAM vs. 1mm2 of on-chip MLC-CTT), resulting in
overall average system power reduction of 3.2×. NVDLA-1024 provides considerably higher performance (Figure 9, right) and lower
dynamic energy per inference, though the average power is higher.
In this scenario, we see similar trends in MLC-CTT reducing energy
consumption due to weight fetching by up to 13.6×. However, due
to the higher baseline power of the larger convolutional core and
buffer, the total relative system power reduction is up to 1.6×.
Of the three evaluated MLC proposals, MLC-CTT achieves the
best system performance, lowest power, and lowest energy per inference. Compared to the optimistically scaled MLC-RRAM, higher

5.3

Benefits of Non-Volatility

Depending on how frequently inferences occur (i.e., required frame
rate for an image processing task), eNVMs have an inherent relative
benefit by virtue of not needing to reload weight values when
powered on or, alternatively, keeping DRAM powered to avoid this
cost. Figure 10 summarizes how the average energy per inference
of the evaluated MLC eNVM solutions compares to the baseline
system either remaining fully powered to retain values (“DRAM
always on”) vs. a conservative estimate of waking up the system for
each inference (“DRAM wake up”). Each time the baseline system is
woken up, there is an energy overhead to load all DNN weights from
main memory into DRAM and increased execution time to load the
first DNN layer before the inference task can begin computation,
while these costs are not applicable to eNVMs that retain their
values when powered off between inferences.
If the DRAM power stays constant while the frequency of inferences increases (i.e., FPS), the average energy per inference decreases as the system spends less time idle. Conversely, if the system
is woken up for each inference, the average energy per inference is
constant so long as the frequency (FPS) can be met by the NVDLA1024 system, which Figure 9 (right) shows is clearly possible for
the range of FPS considered. For frame rates below 22 FPS, such
as would be relevant for object detection tasks for security camera systems [29], it is more energy efficient to wake up and the
baseline system per inference, but our proposed MLC eNVM solutions maintain a relative 5.3× (MLC-RRAM) to 7.5× (MLC-CTT)
reduced energy per inference. Energy savings are similar for the
typical range of frame rates used for video conferencing and other
standard image processing tasks (e.g., 30 FPS [70]). Though the
average energy per inference of the always-on baseline system
approaches the performance of MLC eNVM alternatives at higher
frame rates, we note that even operating at the FPS mandated to
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Figure 11: Relative performance of VGG16 when on-chip
area is split between eNVM vs. SRAM (Fig. 7c).
Figure 10: On-chip MLC eNVM in place of LPDDR4 DRAM
results in 5.3×-7.5× lower average energy per ResNet50 Inference for varying frame rates.

for weight storage, we reduce costly DRAM accesses while drastically increasing total on-chip memory capacity. For each possible
area partition, we use NVSim to characterize the maximal capacity
and minimal read latency/energy within that area constraint and
select pareto-optimal points, as in Section 5.
Depending on how the on-chip memory area is partitioned, inference execution could be bottlenecked by fetching weights from
DRAM that did not fit in eNVM, or by read/write traffic of intermediates that do not fit in SRAM. We extend the NVDLA performance
model to selectively read certain weights from eNVM rather than
DRAM and maximize eNVM benefits by greedily selecting the
weights of otherwise DRAM-bottlenecked layers to store first.
There is some initial benefit from alleviating the weight retrieval
DRAM bottleneck when some amount of eNVM is allotted because
the number of DRAM accesses reduces and the energy to access
either eNVM is orders of magnitude lower than accessing DRAM,
with lowest energy-per-inference occurring when about 45% of onchip area devoted to MLC eNVM for both technologies. However,
performance sharply degrades when on-chip SRAM storage can
no longer hold the working set of intermediate values to feed the
convolutional core and execution becomes bottlenecked on writing
to and fetching activations from DRAM. The write characteristics
of both MLC eNVMs are not sufficient to buffer intermediate values
or to re-write weights during inference, as explored in Section 7.1.

support virtual reality headsets (at least 90 FPS [24]), MLC eNVM
proposals achieve 1.7× (MLC-RRAM) to 2.5× (MLC-CTT) lower
energy per inference. Thus, optimized MLC eNVM solutions are
particularly compelling for applications with lower frame-rate requirements, and these benefits would be exaggerated for systems
with less frequent wake-ups.

6

HYBRID MEMORY SOLUTION

New DNNs tend to improve accuracy by increasing model size. For
the case when a DNN does not fit in on-chip eNVM, we consider
a hybrid solution (Figure 7c). A fixed on-chip memory budget is
split between SRAM and eNVM, and weights and activations that
do not fit on-chip are stored and fetched from DRAM.
We choose an on-chip memory area budget of 1mm2 , enough to
accommodate about 1MB of SRAM under various NVSim optimization targets. With eNVM, smaller DNNs fit within this area constraint. The results in Figure 11 are for the largest DNN, ImageNetVGG16, and highlight the performance impact of incorporating
varying amounts of on-chip space to eNVM. Note that the eNVM is
not used as cache for DRAM; on-chip MLC eNVM and DRAM store
mutually exclusive sets of model weights and both are fed directly
into the accelerator’s datapath. By partitioning fixed on-chip memory area between SRAM for intermediate storage and MLC eNVM

7

Table 4 provides the energy, area, and performance per model from
Section 5. The results emphasize the need for a comprehensive codesign methodology. Considering the storage density of MLC and
energy advantages due to non-volatility, even unoptimized DNNs
or other reasonably fault-tolerant applications may leverage these
memories. However, choosing the optimal encoding strategy, MLC
configuration, and whether to include error mitigation techniques
varies between models and eNVM technologies. Thus, a rigorous
evaluation of the design space per DNN, as our methodology effectively executes, maximizes efficiency gains.

Table 4: Summary of optimal storage per eNVM proposal,
characterized per DNN. ‘BPC’ is the max number of bits per
cell used, ‘MB’ is the max capacity, ‘FPS’ is the max frames
per second for NVDLA-1024, and ‘Read’ is the Read Latency
of each eNVM array in ns.
Model
CiFar10

VGG16

ResNet50

Memory Tech
Opt MLC-RRAM
MLC-CTT
MLC-RRAM
SLC-RRAM
Opt MLC-RRAM
MLC-CTT
MLC-RRAM
SLC-RRAM
Opt MLC-RRAM
MLC-CTT
MLC-RRAM
SLC-RRAM

Encoding
BitM+IdxSync
BitMask
BitM+IdxSync
BitMask
CSR+ECC
CSR+ECC
CSR+ECC
CSR
BitM+IdxSync
BitM+IdxSync
BitM+IdxSync
BitMask

BPC
3
2
3
1
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
1

[MB]
4
4
4
4
32
32
32
32
12
12
12
12

Area [mm2 ]
0.12
0.35
1.3
3.4
1.3
2.0
5.7
19.2
0.6
1.0
2.8
9.6

Read [ns]
5.1
1.6
4.9
1.7
4.2
2.0
3.2
5.2
2.1
1.9
1.4
2.5

DISCUSSION

FPS
132
2286
633
2967
102
142
131
147
147
215
203
219

7.1

Write Latency

Table 5 gives an approximate total time to write to the characterized
memory array for each model’s entire set of weights and each
eNVM design point based on best-case-scenario write latency from
previous work [35, 42, 74]. Depending on a given application space
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Table 5: Optimistic total time to write all DNN weights.
Model
CiFar10

ResNet50

VGG16

Memory Technology
Opt MLC-RRAM
MLC-CTT
MLC-RRAM
SLC-RRAM
Opt MLC-RRAM
MLC-CTT
MLC-RRAM
SLC-RRAM
Opt MLC-RRAM
MLC-CTT
MLC-RRAM
SLC-RRAM

does not have to be strictly binary. In this scenario, memristive
devices can be used as analog memories, or even leveraged for
reconfigurable interconnects [15]. An interesting consequence of
eNVMs as analog memories is that computations can be performed
directly in the analog domain. This is the basis for many proposed
neuromorphic engines, in which weights are mapped directly to
the resistive value of the devices connected in a crossbar array to
perform in-memory matrix-vector multiplications. While examples
of crossbar arrays implemented with RRAM and PCM have been
shown, they are limited to small arrays [27, 37, 53]. More recently,
larger neuromorphic arrays have been proposed, which promise
better scalability for these architectures [67]. However, application
to larger DNNs has yet to be demonstrated, though numerous neuromorphic proposals have leveraged eNVMs, particularly using
RRAMs for processing-in-memory architectures [5, 11, 61, 64].

Approximate Total Write Time
13ms
2.6 minutes
33ms
3ms
117ms
15.7 minutes
94ms
4.7ms
254ms
12.2 minutes
636ms
23ms

and resource constraints, waiting on the order of minutes may or
may not be reasonable when re-writing of DNN weights is required,
see Table 5. The desired frequency of rewriting weights may also
be constrained by the endurance of the memory cells. However, in
sensor nodes, mobile devices, and other constraint-driven devices
in which DNN inference is a key workload, periodic down-time for
synchronization and charging may be permissible [31, 50].

8

9

RELATED WORK

Research concerning specialized on-chip accelerator systems for
DNN image classification is prevalent [2, 6, 9, 10, 22, 30, 34, 66, 69].
Across proposed solutions, off-chip DRAM access is a consistent
performance and efficiency bottleneck that levies a high cost on
lower-energy systems, even when considering optimizations for
sparsity. The cost of external reads could be mitigated by pairing
on-chip SRAM with dense embedded DRAM, but this solution still
incurs the cost of frequent refresh cycles [3]. These limitations
motivate work targeting alternative storage solutions for DNNs
and related applications, including the use of eNVMs.
Abundant prior work exists related to the fault tolerance of
DNNs [23, 25, 44, 44, 54, 57, 58, 65], and our presented fault tolerance
studies (Section 4) confirm and expound upon previous results by
additionally considering the resiliency of sparsely-encoded DNN
weights. We demonstrate how and to what extent the fault tolerance
of DNN weights changes when using different sparse encodings and
the impact of a set of error correction and mitigation techniques.

8.1

eNVM technologies overview

The basic principle of many eNVMs consists of replacing chargebased storage, which is inherently volatile, with the ability to encode information by altering the electrical properties of the device
material. Different implementations exist and new proposals are
emerging, as discussed in Section 2. The MLC capability of CTT
and applicability to DNN storage was first explored in [18], which
is a preliminary proof-of-concept without system considerations or
evaluation of power, performance, and area advantages for DNN inference. [18] compares storage of fixed-point and clustered weight
values in MLCs, though it does not consider sparse encodings or
error protection.

8.2

CONCLUSION

Our comprehensive co-design methodology, MaxNVM, revealed a
collection of observations and trade-offs that can continue to guide
the integration of eNVMs to enable efficient DNN inference. We
are guided by published examples and direct measurements of compelling MLC-programmed eNVM solutions in order to maximize
storage density, and MaxNVM offers a framework for evaluating codesign choices from the circuit to the algorithm level. This includes
evaluation of different proposed eNVM technologies, model properties, encoding strategies, and error mitigation to rigorously explore
the trade-offs between storage density, memory reliability, system
performance, area, energy, and the resulting accuracy of DNN inference under various constraints. We plan to make components of
MaxNVM publicly available to empower continued research into essential trade-offs when designing and evaluating proposed eNVMs
in an application-driven context.
In this work, we demonstrate that sparse weight encoding strategies have implications for the fault tolerance of stored values for
DNNs. Thus, we propose and integrate lightweight protection mechanisms in order to maximize the levels-per-cell of MLC eNVM storage without accuracy loss. We demonstrate that co-designing MLC
encodings provides up to 29× area savings relative to a SLC eNVM
solution, emphasizing the benefits of an exhaustive design space
exploration. Finally, we evaluate a state-of-the-art DNN inference
accelerator integrated with our proposed MLC eNVM solutions,
and observe up to 3.5× and 3.2× lower energy per inference and
power, respectively, at maximum frame rate for image classification
tasks, or up to 7.5× lower energy per inference at lower frame rates.
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Analog eNVM Applications

A secondary effect of encoding information in the physical characteristics of the devices is that the range of programmable values
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